
Good morning traders

What's happening Today?

-Initial Jobless Claims forecasted at 265,000 came in at 260,000

-Continuing Jobless Claims forecast was 1.68m, this time came in at 1.675m

-GDP expected to come in at 5.5% and beat bigly at 6.9%

-Pending Home Sales MoM and YoY after equities open this morning

-Natural Gas stocks change WoW

After the bell

All eyes on $AAPL Earnings after the bell, expectations are high but the big question everyone is

looking for is how their supply chain performed over the holiday season.

----Positions----

-Long $QQQ Feb 22 344 Puts

-Long $QQQ Feb 22 380 Calls

-Long $GME Feb 22 95 Puts

-Long $NKE Mar 18 165 Calls

The puts on $QQQ are up over 300% since entry and will be looking for opportunities to take profits

as I expect a strong counter trend rally (the trend is currently down) to move back up to test our

bearish breakout levels, which is why I have the calls on $QQQ which were put on in the Trading

Lab yesterday. Will discuss more about this below.

-Long $NZDJPY (FBOR trade)



FX markets have been performing well in this market with 5/6 trades winners, Gold being the only

losing trade.

All of the winning trades being Failed Breakouts (Either FVBO or FBOR).

The prop account is currently up +5.88R for the month of January with an 83.33% win rate and SQN

at 9.50.

If you want to get involved in prop trading, we will be talking about it today in the Livestream. I will

walk everyone through the business model.

---Trading Outlook---

Equity Futures have been really volatile, duh Chris, and this morning is looking to be more of the

same.

How many times in the past two weeks have we opened up on the session only to give it back later

in the day, 8/10 day's it looks like to me.

With another gap open we want to see if prices can be held positive. This sort of price action is more

indicative of short covering, than strong conviction buying.

We are still "inside" the Jan 25 massive bear bar range from 14499 high to 13890 low.

Also very important levels are the day before Jan 24, which has marked the low of this down move,

so far at 13706, while yesterday's high was higher at 14639.75.

Tactically there are FVBO or FBOR long setups on $ES, $NQ, $RTY, $YM and most of the European

indices, Canada, Australia and Japan as well.

The implications of that would be a global rally en masse, kicked off by outstanding earnings from

$AAPL???

The profit target on $NQ for the FVBO/FBOR trade would be roughly at the 15500 levels, which puts

NQ up to the trend line which was what broke down this market earlier this month, over head

resistance is basically 15400-15500.



That is 1200 $NQ points higher and would certainly shake the bears, and embolden the bulls.

From those levels, if hit, I'd be looking for a move lower, below this recent swing low to perhaps 13k

or 12k range before mounting another violent bear market face ripper, again putting in a lower high

and again selling off to the eventual low of this whole "fun" cycle at the 11600 levels.

For $NQ that's

15200 rally from here

12800 next leg down

14800 lower high

11600 market bottom



For QQQ that's

380 rally from here

320/315 next leg down

366 lower high

287 market bottom

I'm leaning into something like this

To be sure, the selling might not be done yet.



It has been a steady stream of up days turning in to down days and the down trend is fully in tact.

The FVBO/FBOR trades will move quickly as there are a lot of shorts who will rush to the exits to

lock in profits, and a lot of cash on balance sheets to start stock buy backs.

Happy Trading folks!
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